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REVIEW 
 

1.  How we interpret data depends on our worldview. 

2.  Evolution fails under scrutiny at every conceptual level. 

3.  The age of the earth is a complete fabrication.  The 
geologic column exists only in textbooks and radiometric 
dating fails every time we already know the age of an 
object. 

 

 



DESIGN, 
INFORMATION 

AND DNA 



Chance, Necessity or Design? 



What is Intelligent Design? 

•   "The theory of intelligent design 
holds that certain features of the 
universe and of living things are best 
explained by an intelligent cause, not 
an undirected process such as natural 
selection." 

Source: The Discovery Institute 



Evidence for Design 
•  Cosmology: evidence suggests the universe--

including all matter, space, time, and energy--
came suddenly into existence a finite time ago, 
contradicting the picture of an eternal and self-
existing material cosmos 

•  Physics: evidence has shown that the universe is 
"finely-tuned" for the existence of life, 
suggesting the work, as Astrophysicist Fred Hoyle 
puts it, "of a super-intellect” 



Evidence for Design - 2 

•  Biology: the presence of complex and 
functionally integrated machines has cast doubt 
on Darwinian mechanisms of self-assembly  

•  Molecular biology: the presence of information 
encoded along the DNA molecule has suggested 
the activity of a prior designing intelligence 



Fred Hoyle on Living Things 

“The chance that higher life forms might 
have emerged [by chance] is comparable 
with the chance that a tornado sweeping 
through a junk-yard might assemble a 
Boeing 747 from the materials therein.” 



The Teleological Argument 

 

 

Boeing 747 

Design or 
Accident? 



The Anthropic Principle 

!  The laws of nature are what they are and the 
fundamental constants which underlie them 
have the values they have by design; in order 
that advanced life forms, such as humans, 
can exist in the universe. 

Aristotle  →  Copernicus  →  Herschel  →  
Hubble  



!  In the universe of blind physical forces and 
genetic replication, some people are going to 
get hurt and other people are going to get 
lucky: and you won’t find any rhyme or reason 
to it, nor any justice.  The universe we observe 
has precisely the properties we should expect 
if there is at the bottom, no design, no 
purpose, no evil and no good.  Nothing but 
blind, pitiless indifference.  DNA neither knows 
nor cares.  DNA just is, and we dance to its 
music. 

Richard Dawkins 



Nature creates order, but not information 



 Accident or Design?   

The Anthropic Principle 

William  
Paley 



Physics: 

The Finely Tuned Universe 
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Fine Tuning of the 
Gravitational 

Constant 



Gravity 

!  Dominant force on astronomical size 
scale. 

!  Need very close balance of gravity and 
cosmic expansion for stable universe. 
!  If gravity weaker by 1 in 1060, universe 

expands too quickly, no galaxies or stars. 
!  If gravity stronger by 1 in 1060, universe 

collapses without forming galaxies or stars. 
!  Gravity is fine-tuned to 1 part in 1060. 



             Fine Tuning of the Universe 
  

 Constant    A Little Bigger   A Little Smaller 
  
   1. Gravitational constant  very short-lived stars  no stars 
 
   2.  Ratio of electrons to protons  no stars or galaxies  no stars or galaxies 
  
   3. Strong Nuclear Force   no hydrogen, fusion  only hydrogen 
  
   4. Weak Nuclear Force   all H2  !  He at big bang  no He at big bang 

       no heavy elements 
  
   5. Electric Force   no chemical bonding  no chemical bonding 
  
   6. Expansion rate of universe  no galaxies   universe collapses quickly 
 
   7. Ratio of matter to antimatter  too much radiation for life  not enough matter 

       for galaxies to form 
   and many more…. 
 
               
    



Summary on Fine-Tuning 
!  Combining these cases gives fine-tuning of 

better than one part in 10100. 
!  Do we really have any evidence for 10100 

universes to make this likely merely by chance? 
!  How big is 10100? 

!  There are estimated to be some 1080 elementary 
particles in our universe. 

!  So we need to 1020 universes to get 10100 particles. 
!  Imagine the chances of randomly picking one marked 

particle from all these universes! 



The Right Kind of Galaxy 
Spiral Irregular 

Eliptical 



The Right Galaxy 

!  Our galaxy is a spiral.  Our solar system is 
perfectly located to sustain life 

!  Not an elliptical, too hot for life 
!  Not an irregular, where radiation events 

would have destroyed life. 



The Right Sun:  Location 
!  Right distance from center of galaxy: 

!  Closer – too much radiation, disruptive gravity 
!  Further – too few heavy elements 

!  Right relation to supernovae: 
!  More or closer – exterminate life 
!  Less or further – too few heavy elements 

!  Right number of stars in system 
!  Zero – pretty cold! 
!  Two or more – unstable orbits if planets at all. 



The Right Kind of Star 
 

The Goldilocks Star 



The Right Sun:  Character 

!  Mass in right range: 
!  Heavier – luminosity changes too quickly 
!  Lighter – life zone too narrow, tidal forces too 

large 
!  Temperature (color) in right range: 

!  Redder – insufficient photosynthesis 
!  Bluer – insufficient photosynthesis 

!  The Sun’s main radiation is right in the 
region where our atmosphere is 
transparent. 



The Right Kind of Planet 

Right distance 
 
Rocky planet with plenty of 
oxygen and water 
 
Thin, light planetary “crust” 
(allowing for plate tectonics) 
 
Huge moon for stable 
planetary rotation 
 
Tilted axis to spread energy 
around 



The Right Planet:  
Temperature 

!  Varies substantially on Earth, but: 
!  Only a few spots above boiling 
!  Some below freezing 

!  Contrast Venus, about 900 oF (500 oC). 
!  Contrast Mars, barely above freezing in 

midsummer at the equator. 
!  Earth is warm enough for water to be 

liquid, cool enough not to destroy 
biomolecules. 



The Right Moon: Size & 
Distance 

!  Our Moon is unique in the Solar System, 
one of the largest, and by far the largest 
compared with its planet. 

!  If it were smaller (or further away), Earth’s 
climate would be unstable, and tides too 
small for mixing. 

!  If it were larger (or closer), tidal effects on 
Earth’s rotation, ocean & atmosphere too 
large. 



The Right Earth’s Crust 

!  If Earth’s crust thicker, it would eat up the 
atmospheric oxygen. 

!  If Earth’s crust thinner, too much 
volcanism and plate movement. 



1.  Ideal solvent to support life (dissolves ions and 
molecules 

2.  Right boiling and melting points 

3.  High specific heat 

4.  Solid floats on liquid 

5.  Contracts from 0 to 4 degrees centigrade 

 

 
Water 



Designed Elements?   



Carbon:  The Central Element of 
Life 

3-D molecules 

Large, complex yet flexible 
molecules 



Iron: an essential element 



The Ozone Layer: 
Is oxygen a designed element? 



Irreducible Complexity 
•  Mike Behe introduced the concept of 

irreducible complexity in his book, 
Darwin’s Black Box 

•  Something is irreducibly complex if it is 
composed of two or more necessary parts 

•  Remove one part and function is not just 
impaired but destroyed 

•  A mousetrap is irreducibly complex 
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The Mousetrap 

• A mousetrap cannot be built by natural 
selection 



“Irreducible Complexity” 
•  “By irreducibly complex I mean a single system 

composed of several well-matched, interacting parts 
that contribute to the basic function, wherein the 
removal of any one of the parts causes the system to 
effectively cease functioning 

•  An irreducibly complex system cannot be produced 
directly... by slight, successive modifications of a 
precursor system, because any precursor to an 
irreducibly complex system that is missing a part is by 
definition nonfunctional” 



Arguments for a Designer 
Organisms look designed for at least three reasons: 
•  Redundancy - A Designer can engineer redundancy into a 

system, but chance is unlikely to do this.  An example of 
this is the presence of degeneracy in the genetic code and 
other features that minimize or negate the effects of many 
point mutations 

•  Excess potential - Organisms have potential that may 
never be used.  For example, Wallace, co-discoverer of 
natural selection, pointed out that primitive people have the 
capacity to do calculus when trained.  Natural selection is 
unlikely to select for capacity that is not used 

•  Complexity - Life exhibits a kind of complexity that it is 
hard to produce by processes involving chance 



More Examples 
•  Design – irreducible complexity 

– Animal cell 
– Molecular motors 
– Human eye 
– Bombardier beetle 



ANIMAL CELL 



Molecular Machines 
•  Behe,  in Darwin’s 

Black Box, showed that 
the cell is filled with 
irreducibly complex 
molecular machines that 
could not be built by 
natural selection 



Certain bacteria swim by means of rotary flagella. These are  
driven by reversible electric motors! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bacterial Motors 



Molecular Machines (cont’d) 

Over 100 molecular motors are now 
known to exist inside the cell with 
very specific analogies to human 

designed motors. 
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Flagella Parts 

Central 
microtubual

s	


Microtubual 
doublet	
 Plasma 

membrane	


Dynein arms	
Radial spokes	




Evolution of Complex Organs 
•  The Origin of Species 

Chapter VI "Difficulties 
of the Theory" 

•  Organs of Extreme Perfection 
and Complication 
–  “To suppose that the eye with all its inimitable 

contrivances for adjusting the focus to different distances, 
for admitting different amounts of light, and for the 
correcting of spherical and chromatic aberration, could 
have been formed by natural selection, seems, I freely 
confess, absurd in the highest degree.” 



Evolution of Complex Organs 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Bombardier Beetle 

Could this system evolve one step at a time? All of it is programmed in 
the beetle’s DNA. Unless all the parts are present, the whole system is 
useless. Even if all the parts were present, if any one of them did not 

work right, the beetle’s ancestors might have exploded! 

An ordinary looking beetle 
with an extraordinary  
defense mechanism 



The evolutionist must explain where 
all the information came from 

 
1.  Natural selection selects from existing information, so 

this process cannot create information and often 
results in a loss of information.  Ex Chihuahua 

2.  Mutation is a scrambling of existing information or a 
loss of information.  The evolutionist has ZERO 
examples of beneficial mutations to point to 

 



WHAT IS INFORMATION? 
 

1. Symbolic information 

2. Non-symbolic information 

 - every material has information (mass, temp, 
color, composition, etc 

 
 - a mind (intelligence) is required to make 
symbolic information 



WHAT IS 
SYMBOLIC 

INFORMATION? 
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Is The 
Pattern 

Random Or 
Designed? 
Probability:  

=2-256 

=8.6 x 10-78 

=0.0000000000
0000000000000
0000000000000
0000000000000
0000000000000
0000000000000

0086 
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Is The 
Pattern 

Random Or 
Designed? 
Probability:  

=2-256 

=8.6 x 10-78 

=0.0000000000
0000000000000
0000000000000
0000000000000
0000000000000
0000000000000

0086 



Symbolic information is 
information that is imputed 
upon something.  Ex: 
writing, paintings, etc. 
 
DNA is linguistic and 
therefore symbolic and 
required a mind  



DNA proves 
evolution? 



*** “Evidence from 
fossils…” (Heath Biol 1991 

index ) 

Heath Biology 1991 Table of Contents 



Man and Orangatan 96% 
similar Glenco Biol p. 314 

The World of Biology,  
by Davis, 1990  p. 294 



*NA molecule 

The DNA 
(chromosomes) 
are the most 

complex 
molecules in  
the universe! * 



*** chromosome drawing to 
moon and back 

The average 
human has 

over 50 trillion 
cells.  The total 
DNA from all 
these cells 

would only fill 
about 2 

tablespoons. 



*** chromosome close up 



chromosome drawing to 
moon and back 

If all the 
chromosomes 

from one person 
were stretched 

out and laid end 
to end; it would 
stretch from the 

earth to the 
moon and back 
550,000 times! 

In the Beginning Walt Brown p. 62 



chromosome drawing to 
moon and back 

The code in the chromosomes is more 
complex and holds more information 
than all the computer programs ever 

written by man combined. 
 

“DNA is like a software program, but it’s much 
more complex than anything we’ve been able to 

design.” 
Bill Gates (as quoted on Chuck Missler’s tape, In the Beginning There Was Information. 



chromosome drawing to 
moon and back 

If all the information in one human being were put 
into book, the books would fill the Grand Canyon 

78 times 
 

In the Beginning Walt Brown p. 62  and Carl Sagan 
Dragons of Eden p. 25 



I will praise thee; 
for I am fearfully 
and wonderfully 

made. 
Psalm 139:14 



AbortionFrom conception  
until birth  
the baby  
adds 15,000  
cells per  
minute to  
its body.  Each cell is more 
complex than a space shuttle! 
For a great description of how the development 
of the baby follows the 7 feasts of Israel in Lev. 
23 see: The Seven Feasts of Israel by Zola Levit 
p.19-24. Www.levitt.com, 1-800-wonders 



The entire visible universe 
is 1028 inches in diameter.        

In The Beginning Walt Brown p. 12 

The probability of just one 
DNA arranging itself by 

chance has been calculated 
to be 1 chance in 10119,000 



Even with DNA sequence 
data, we have no direct 

access to the process of 
evolution, so objective 
reconstruction of the 
vanished past can be 

achieved only by creative 
imagination. 

 
N. Takahata   A Genetic Perspective on the Origin 
& History of Humans.  Annual Review of Ecology 

& Systems Atics,  1995 



Mitochondrial DNA mutation 
rates show we have a common 
ancestor about 300 generations 

ago.  At 20 yrs/ gen that’s  
6,000 years.   

See “Evolution: Fact or Fable” Richard Johnston, 
p. 47  www.auroraproduction.com   See also: Carl 

Wieland Creation Tech Journal 12(1):1-3, 1998 



chromosome chart in seminar 
notebook (redo) first 8-10? 

# Chromosomes If evolution is true, it seems logical 
that the more chromosomes an 
organism has the further it has 

evolved.  Since penicillin has only 
two chromosomes it must have 

evolved first.  
The evolution of life according to the increasing # of chromosomes. 



The evolution of life according to the increasing # of chromosomes. 



chromosome chart  “”” next few 

The evolution of life according to the increasing # of chromosomes. 









Possum, redwood tree, and 
kidney bean 

Redwood 

Possum 
Kidney Bean 

evolutionist 



chromosome chart top 20 

The evolution of life according to the increasing # of chromosomes. 



chromosome chart 

Twins! 

The evolution of life according to the increasing # of chromosomes. 



If amphibians evolved 
before mammals, why do 
some amphibians have 5 

times more DNA than 
mammals and some 

amoebae have 1000 times 
more DNA? 

Scientific American, October 2004, p. 62 



“the really significant finding that 
comes to light from comparing the 
proteins’ amino acid sequences is 

that it is impossible to arrange them 
in any sort of evolutionary series…

there is little doubt that if this 
molecular evidence had been 

available a century ago…the idea of 
organic evolution might never have 

been accepted.”  
Michael Denton, Evolution in Crisis 1985 (pp 289 – 291)   





Human-chimp DNA difference trebled  
22:00 23 September 02   NewScientist.com news service  
 
We are more unique than previously thought, 
according to new comparisons of human and 
chimpanzee DNA.  
 
It has long been held that we share 98.5 per cent 
of our genetic material with our closest 
relatives. That now appears to be wrong. In fact, 
we share less than 95 per cent of our genetic 
material, a three-fold increase in the variation 
between us and chimps. 
 
(Newest research says 7.7% difference-  
Nature May 27, 2004, pp 382-388) 



But there are two other major types of variation that the 
previous analyses ignored. “Insertions” occur whenever a 
whole section of DNA appears in one species but not in the 
corresponding strand of the other. Likewise, “deletions” 
mean that a piece of DNA is missing from one species. * 
 

Littered with indels  
 

Together, they are termed “indels”, and Britten seized his 
chance to evaluate the true variation between the two 
species when stretches of chimp DNA were recently 
published on the internet by teams from the Baylor College 
of Medicine in Houston, Texas, and from the University of 
Oklahoma.  
 
When Britten compared five stretches of chimp DNA with the 
corresponding pieces of human DNA, he found that single 
base substitutions accounted for a difference of 1.4 per 
cent, very close to the expected figure.  
 
But he also found that the DNA of both species was littered 
with indels. His comparisons revealed that they add around 
another 4.0 per cent to the genetic differences. 



Scientists at Genoscope, the French 
national sequencing center, said the 
chromosome is comprised of more than 87 
million pairs of DNA, all of which have been 
sequenced so that the chromosome’s map 
includes no gaps.  
“At the present time, this is the longest 
piece of contiguous DNA that has been 
sequenced. We made an effort to close all 
the gaps,” said Genoscope’s director, Jean 
Weissenbach.  
The researchers describe chromosome 14 
and its 87,410,661 pairs of DNA — a fraction 
of the total 3 billion pairs found in human 
genome. Jan. 1, 2003 By RICK CALLAHAN, 
Associated Press Writer    * 



Junk 
DNA?   
I don’t 
think 

so! 
Discover Sept. 

2003 p. 16 



Junk 
DNA?  I 

don’t 
think so! 
Discover Sept. 

2003 p. 16 

See Trash 
to 

Treasure 
Sciencenews.com 

Oct 16, 
2004 



1.  DNA is too complex to 
have arisen by chance 
2.  Similarities in code 
prove a common designer 
3.  The chromosome # 
does not follow the 
expected pattern 
4.  Very little is known 
about the workings of DNA 



THE STORY OF HUMAN  
DNA 



Discovery from human 
mitochondrial DNA: 

 
We all share a common 

female ancestor who lived 
only about 200 generations 

ago ! 



     Cutaway view of a mitochondrion.  



Mitochondrial 
DNA 

 
Layout of gene 
coding regions 

around DNA 
loop 

There are 16,569  
DNA base pairs 

in the 
mitochondrial  

genome.  



   We inherit all our mtDNA 
through our mothers. 



The key findings relative to  
human mtDNA 

 

"  Small amount of observed variation 
 Today, on average, our mtDNA differs from the 
consensus sequence at only 22 out of 16569 
locations. 

 
"  High observed mtDNA mutation rate 

 0.05 -0.10 mutations/generation 
 

 —this measured implies at most about 200 
generations of humans since creation ! 



Eve’s Actual Mitochondrial DNA 
Sequence! 



Moreover, there appear to be three 
main mtDNA lineages within the 
people groups around the world. 
 



Three main mitochondrial DNA lineages:  M, N, R 
M and N are 
separated by only 8 
mutations and R and 
N by only one. 



Now the sons of Noah who came out of 
the ark were Shem and Ham and 
Japheth... These three were the sons of 
Noah, and from these the whole earth 
was populated. 
                        Genesis 9:18-19 
 



   According to this text, everyone alive 
today has a maternal ancestry that 
traces back to one of the wives of Ham, 
Shem, and Japheth. 
 
   It is therefore not surprising that we 
should find three main mtDNA lineages. 
 



  Another major finding: 
 

  mtDNA lineages reveal a 
recent dispersal of the entire 
human family out of the 
Middle East—consistent with 
the Tower of Babel being a 
genuine historical event. 
 
 
 



mtDMA comparisons show the entire human family 
dispersed from the Middle East recently. 

 
 

from  
National  

Geographic,  
June 2003 



  How did human ethnic differences 
arise? 

Scripture provides the answer ! 



 
 
 

   The high level of ethnic diversity within the 
human race today testifies to a division of an 
ancestral human population into many small 
groups that remained largely in isolation from 
one another over many generations, just as 
the Biblical account reveals. This pattern is 
also apparent in the mtDNA lineages. 
 
   Moreover, the Babel account likewise 
provides an explanation for the amazing 
number of distinct human languages.  There 
is no plausible alternative. 



    Another major finding: 
 

   Very little variation exists in 
the human Y-chromosome 
across the human race. The 
evidence indicates that we all 
descend from a single man who 
lived recently, known as ‘Y-
chromosomal Adam’. 
 
 
 



 
  

 

Y-Chromosomal Adam 
 

 
"  Note: Only guys carry the Y chromosome. 

"  Studies show that Y chromosomes in the 
human race today trace from a single man. 

"  The fact that there is so little genetic 
variation indicates this man lived in the 
recent past. 

"  We will likely soon know his exact Y-
sequence. 

  



    Another major finding: 
 
   Human/chimp genomes are 
profoundly different. 
 
 
 





“blown to pieces” 

 
 

   According to evolution thinking, chimps are our 
closest living relatives.  Yet Page’s team found that the 
chimp Y chromosome has only two-thirds as many 
distinct genes or gene families as the human Y 
chromosome and only 47% as many protein-coding 
elements as humans. Also, more than 30% of the chimp 
Y chromosome lacks an alignable counterpart on the 
human Y chromosome and vice versa. 
 

   Upon seeing these and other stark differences 
between the respective Y chromosomes, Page, the main 
author of the paper, says “the relationship between the 
human and chimp Y chromosomes has been blown to 
pieces”. 



 Human/chimp genomes are 
profoundly different. 

Only the centromeres 
align. Most regions can 
not be aligned at all. 



 
Each Pixel is 100 nucleotides (first 1.2 million bases shown).  

 

Human   vs.    Chimp 



 Human/Chimp Y 
chromosomes are profoundly 

different. 
1.   Human chromosome Y is twice the size. 
2.   The gene counts are radically different.  
3.   The architectures are radically different.  
4.   Only 70% agreement in the DNA sequences 

(where alignable). 
 
      There is no way to account for so many 

differences via mutation fixation, even 
within the evolutionary time scale. 

 
 



   Another major finding: 
 
  The current human mutation 
rate is huge—at least 100 new 
mutations, on average, in each 
child born. This implies the 
human race is young. 
 
 
 



With the observed human mutation rate,  
genetic fitness decreases rapidly. 



Lifespans of Noah’s descendants 



Genetic entropy  
—fitness goes down, not up! 



An important observation: 
 
   Initial created diversity in 
Adam’s genome allows for 
an incredible amount of 
genetic diversity in the 
human race today. 



TAKE AWAY 
 

1. The natural laws are precisely and finely tuned 
for life 

2. The physical realities of our sun and earth are 
finely tuned for life 

3. Natural forces do not create symbolic 
information.  DNA is symbolic information 

4. We did not evolve from apes 
5. DNA supports biblical history 


